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What’s the secret of successful marketing?
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Great…

Advertising? Digital?

Social?Events?

Sponsorship?

Brand champions?

Brochureware?

Disruption?



Building strong relationships
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Paramount to the success of any marketing team

Publishers

Product development

Phone desks

Client reporting

Compliance

Agencies

You

Senior management ?
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Really getting your target audience
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Find out what makes them tick

And…

Research Talk to 
them!

Events Talk to 
sales



Understanding what you are selling
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Not just your products but your marketplace and competitors

Weak product knowledge is the Achilles heal of many in marketing



Setting actionable objectives
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Do what you do with intent!
Know what 

you are 
doing and 

with whom

Ensure it 
supports 

your sales 
needs

Challenge, 
challenge, 
challenge

Know what 
success 

looks like



Being consistent
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Developing a distinctive identity and voice and sticking with it

Essential if you want your story to be heard



This will help you to develop (as appropriate)
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Great…

Advertising Digital

SocialEvents

Sponsorship

Brand champions

Brochureware

Disruption



Objectively assessing how you’ve done
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Track your results and be prepared to change

Data not drama



In summary
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Tactics aren’t the most important factor driving marketing success, its about:

– Relationships

– Knowing your target audience

– Knowing your products

– Setting objectives

– Being consistent

– Tracking your results 



Important information

Marketing material for professional investors or advisers only. 

Past performance is not a guide to future performance and may not be repeated. The value of investments and the income from them may go down as well as up and investors may not get back the amount originally 
invested.  Exchange rate changes may cause the value of any overseas investments to rise or fall.

Schroders has expressed its own views and opinions in this document and these may change. 

Issued in September 2019 by Schroder Investment Management Limited, 1 London Wall Place, London EC2Y 5AU. Registered in England, No. 1893220. Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
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